
Family Photography
“Images that capture and convey your feelings  
come from the heart and the emotions ———  
not high-quality optics and fine-grained film.” 

                                                                                                       By Nick Kelsh

By Diane Anderson
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Reasons for Family Photography

• When told to evacuate your home due to natural disasters developing around your 
area, what do you grab on the way out?  First the children and then the pictures of 
them.


• When we save our pictures we save a piece of ourselves and a piece of the lives 
around us.  


• With the passage of time the subjects of our photographs grow and change, but the 
indelible image remains the same.  And with every viewing of the image we are 
transported back emotionally. 
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Two Basic Approaches

to Family Photography

	 Posed 


	 	 You’re the director of the image 

	 	 You control lighting, location, and even wardrobe.  

	 	 You have an image in your mind and you try to put it in a photo.


   “Everyone stand over here.  Say Cheese”


	 Candid 

   The situation controls you.   	 	 

   You go with the flow, allowing spontaneous events to happen.  

   You react to them with your camera.

   You are an observer.


       Fuzzy


  Frequently, posed can turn into candid.  

  Sometimes, candid can turn into posed.

  Take photos before and after posed shots as sometimes those are the best.  

  Crop pieces of the group shots too.
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Planning for Formal Posed  

Family Photos

Know your camera


Determine the types of photos you want to take


Determine what lenses and camera settings are needed for the shots


• tripod


• filters


Determine time required to take them (5 minutes a piece)


Determine locations


Consider what doing with them in post processing and sharing
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Posing a Large Group

PROPS


	 Stools, chairs, cushions, benches, step ladder, blocks, top of hill

	 Helper to organize shot 


POSE THE FORMAL GROUP


	 Big people in the back

	 Small people in the front

	 If a person or couple are important to the photo, put them in the center

	 Taller in center and shorter on the edges.

	 Place people in positions from the center out.   

	 End result is in a diamond shape.

	 Always create uneven heights.

	 Everyone raise chins a bit to get rid of double chins

	 Keep distance between front line and back lines as small as you can
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Fifty Family Members Photo

Picked Spot Before event - Arranged people on paper - brought step stools - Ladder
Wide Angle lens - Had a helper
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Wide Angle Lens - Large DOF - Helper to place everyone - No flash 



Formal Wedding Photo

Smile - Look Happy - Had a Helper
Determined spot before wedding and time of day to be there
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Planning For Informal

Family Group Photography

PURPOSE - 

	 


Capture specific group photos that you want to take, share, and keep as memories

Many times it is around an important event - family photo, birthday, graduation, holiday


TIMING


	 Pick a time that works with what is happening at the gathering

	 When there is a lull in proceedings

	 

Lighting


	 Need sufficient light

	 Natural light is best

	 Remote flash from side or fill flash

	 Reflector

	 Do not have group facing the light


LOCATION

	 


Pick a place that can give the photo context (baseball field, golf course, beach,

rocks by water, fence, trees)

Choose spot before gathering group together
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Informal Group Shot from Ladder

Can see everyone’s face and NO order for gathering. 
Just get close to each other. 

I marked the standing parameters with chalk on the courts. 
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Small Family Photo

“Let’s all look at Leah” - puts focus into the photo - more natural
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Candid Photography

 Type of photography that is real and in the moment

No posing
No fake smiles
Allows genuine emotion to shine through
It tells a story

Get ready for the unexpected
Takes patience
Focus on sharp eyes and great expression
Follow children around, they set the pace
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Always Be Ready
Know Your Camera

Have your camera with you all the time
Favorite Lenses

50mm f/1.2 lens, 
24-105 mm f/4-6.3 lens,  
70-200 f/2.8 zoom lens
16-35mm f/2.8

Turn OFF flash (unless REALLY need it)
Adjust ISO setting higher (set ISO to auto - prefer less than 4000) 
Open up aperture
Use faster lens
Open window shades
Open front door
Open garage door

Make sure eyes are sharp
Capture expressions and interplay that you like
Use props to trigger interest, excitement, and focus
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Timing Extremely Important

Take some trial shots for adjusting camera settings

• Lighting and Shutter Speed most important

• Adjust Shutter Speed, ISO, Depth of Field, Open window 

• Eliminate clutter in potential photo location

• Wait for the special moments 

Morning is best for children - fed - snacks - after naps

Take Group photos first thing

Take your photos FAST

Continue checking clarity and lighting on your camera - it changes frequently

Take LOTS of shots

Follow children around

Let photo opportunities unfold naturally



Using Christmas Props

Jingle bell excitement - Took LOTS of photos 
on bed covered with white sheet - Window 

lighting

Red noses fun - Adds energy to photo
Took LOTS of photos 
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Catch Fleeting Moments

Using high shutter speed to capture sharp 
action shots - good lighting - 

took LOTS of photos
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Position yourself Strategically

Granddaughter laid 3 day old Marcus down on the floor for a moment.
Needles to say, I grabbed my camera and laid on the floor too.

Open window lighting
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Catching a Sequence
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Wet sand and a bottle Has no idea I am there Tells a precious story 



Photograph People with People

Introduces relationship into the shot 
Adds depth, energy and tells a story
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Angle Shots mix up the Perspective

Multiple people introduces relationships interacting, thus a story
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Portraits Made from my Niece Playing 

Climbing on rocks in park Zoom in close for different perspectiveDidn’t even know I caught the 
shot
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Niece Photo Taken at Family Party

Catch the moment in a crowd 

Turn it into a portrait
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Crazy Fun at my Granddaughter’s Wedding

Going with the flow Spontaneous moments 
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Precious Kiss for New Baby Sister

The situation caught my eye
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Spontaneous Family Photo

It’s OK for some in the photo to look away, 
especially children
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Annual Family Photo Shoot at Beach

Most of my photos in a photo shoot are 
spontaneous.  Be ready for anything.
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Candid Family Cousin Photo 

Boys doing what they do in a park
It tells an interactive story
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Capturing the Moment

Fast shutter speed
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Down at their level to see eyes and expressions



Candid Portrait

Standing in front yard and she looked at me
Taking photo at eye level - good lighting
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Crawling on Grandpa’s Back

Just watching them play
Window shades open wide in room

Turned into great portrait photo
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Broke my rule, used a flash pointed at ceiling



Summary
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• Know your camera 
• Have it with you all the time 
• Look for the unexpected 
• Take photos of what capture children’s attention 
• Emotions and expressions are the key to candid photography 
• Capture the meaning of the moment 
• Capturing who they are 

• Treasuring the moments of life 
• Keep practicing 



Sources of Reference

Pinterest - Prop ideas, holiday hats, outfits, Photo ideas on Children

Hanson Fong - uTube - “Good Enough is NOT Good Enough “ - Posing small to large groups

“How to Photograph your Family” - by Nick Kelsh  
Tips on candid photography - uTubes
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